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Indian Federalism 

Note: Read the instructions carefully before attempting the answers: 

(i)  The Question Paper is divided into 2 Sections i.e. Section - A and Section - B. 

(ii)  The Examinee is required to attempt any 2 (Two) Questions from Section - A, and any 2 (Two) 
Questions from Section - B. Figures in the margin indicate the Marks. 

(iii)  The assignment has to be submitted in a handwritten form. No other format would be acceptable. 

(iv)  The examinee has to write the answer in A4 Size or equivalent size sheets, ruled or un- ruled. 

(v)  The examinee must write his/her name, enrollment number, name of the subject on the first page of 

the answer. 

(vi)  The examinee has to mention his/her name and enrollment on every subsequent page. 

(vii)  The examinee must write down the page no. on every page in the format (No. of page of total pages) 

example-1 of 12, 2 of 12 etc.  

(viii)  The examinee must ensure that the scanned copy of the answer script is clear and legible, in PDF 

format and uploaded as a single file and size should not be more than 30 MB. In case the office receives 

multiple files of the answer script, only first response received shall be considered and other responses 

shall be ignored.  

(ix)  The name of the PDF file of the answer script must be (Enrollment No) (underscore) (Paper Name) 

for Example 150101154_Jurisprudence. 

(x)  The Scanned copy of the same has to be uploaded on Google form through the link- 

https://forms.gle/Wcff6iKt9A5zqe8m8 till 04:00 PM on 24.01.2021. Examinee must be careful 

while uploading the answer script as only first response would be accepted. Examinees must also take 

care before uploading the PDF file of answer script that all the pages of the script have been added in the 
PDF file. 

Only responses received through Google Form will be accepted. Answers received 

through email will not be considered. 
(xi)  In case of any technical difficulty the examinee may contact Dr. Mridul Srivastava, Assistant Registrar 

(Exam) on +91-9453015679 or 0522-2425902, 3, 4 Extn. 109. 

(xii)  The students must note that they are required to finish the writing of answers in three hours while they 

have to answer one long question less. The time of two hours is more than sufficient for downloading 

paper and uploading the answer-sheets. They must submit their answer sheets within 5 hours. 

Responses received after 04:00 PM shall not be entertained. If they fail to do so they would be afforded 

another opportunity to appear in the physical examination in such papers after the reopening of the 

University but, in the interests of the students, the chance will not be counted as a repeat paper. The 

University would ensure justice to all the students. 
 

(SECTION – A) (02X30) 
 

1. Write a detail note on basic tenets of Federation. 

2. Write a note on Judicial Independence and also highlight how does it help to strengthen 

the federal structure.  

3. Explain the Doctrine of Pith and Substance and Doctrine of colourable legislation.  

4. What are the issues and challenges faced by Indian Federalism in 21st century? 

    (SECTION – B) (02X05) 
 

Write short notes on any two of the following:  

5. One Nation one election and Federalism.  

6. Doctrine of Repugnancy.  

7. Do financial relations between Center and State affect Federal structure of India? 
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